TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION: HYDERABAD

Recruitment to the post of Forest Beat Officer in Forest Department

NOTIFICATION NO.48/2017 date:15.08.2017

WEB NOTE

It is to inform that Kumari Sreeramadass Anitha bearing Hall ticket No. 1948121384 who attended the Physical test and Events for the post of Forest Beat Officer has been qualified, but the Officials of Forest Department had mentioned her name in the not qualified list by oversight. Later it was informed by Forest Department Officials that her name was erroneously mentioned as not qualified in Physical test and Events in online data. Hence based on their report, as the candidate was declared as qualified in Physical test and Events, she was allowed for verification of certificates at Nalgonda District on 21.08.2018.

Date: 20/08/2018
Place: Hyderabad

Sd/-
Secretary